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Career Objective: 
To be associated with a professionally managed company where I can better utilize my skills and can 
learn and grow with the company in suitable environment. 
 
Synopsis: 

 
Currently working in Cognizant Technology Solutions (On Payroll of Trigent Software Ltd, 
Bangalore) Production support environment managing and delivering large volumes of business critical 
data. A committed team player, self motivated with the ability to communicate at all levels. 
 

 1+ years of experience in Programming, Implementation and Support in SQL/PLSQL 

 Sound knowledge of SQL and UNIX. 

 Open to learn new concepts 

 Excellent Communicator with the ability to deal with issues with precision & accuracy. 
 
Work Experience: 

 

 
Project  : Symantec Quote Renewal System. 
Company  : Cognizant Technology Solutions Pvt Ltd  
Duration : Aug 2014 to till date 
Department : Production Support  
Client             : VERITAS Software Technologies 
Environment : SQL, UNIX. 
Tools  : SQL Developers, Putty, BMC Remedy 
 

Role and Responsibilities: -    
 

 Monitor the ticketing tools and issue 

 Discuss the Impact and Urgency to decide the priority 

 Monitoring CPU Utilization and Memory Utilization and there alerts 

 Validating the data in the oracle 

 Help write and optimize in-application SQL statements 

 Interacting with clients and the onsite team to solve the issues. 

 Responsible for creating and delivering various Reports to internal/external clients 

 Updating the new data on oracle application. 
 
Oracle Proficiency:-  
 

 Strong experience in SQL joins (Inner join, Outer join and Full join) to retrieving data in multiple 
oracle tables. 

 Adding Constraints (primary key, foreign key, check, unique) on table to manage data insert into 
oracle table. 

 Ability to work on Insert, Sub queries. 

 Implementation of proper Indexing Strategy which improve performance of SQL queries. 

 Basic knowledge of PL/SQL Index, Function, Procedures and triggers to implement Business 
logic.   
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Unix proficiency:- 
 

  Knowledge on grep, mv, cut, cat, pipe, find, crontab, top and topas these mostly usable 
command in UNIX.  

 Ability to running basic Commands whoami, pwd, su, and man. 

 Perform operation on file or directory using these command ls, rm, mkdir, rmdir. 
 

 
Educational Profile : 
 

 M.C.A(Computer science) From University Of Pune With  63.34% 

 B.C.A (Computer Science) from Shivaji University with 65.73%.  
 
 

 
 
Skill summary: 

 

 Programming Language   Unix Shell Scripting 

 Database                      SQL,PL/SQL, Oracle11g and 12c             

 Operating System        Windows XP, Windows 7 , Unix 
 
 

 
 
Area of Interest: 
 

 Database. 

 Application Programming. 
 
 

 
 

 


